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Renowned around the world, our wines are a mark of certainty in an uncertain world.
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A visit to Hardys Tintara is not just about tasting wine, but experiencing the rich history that goes into running a business over 170 years.
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                    Then, Now & Always. Certainty In Every Bottle.
From the moment Thomas Hardy arrived in Australia in 1850, to the wide range of quality wines we produce today - you can always be certain of Hardys Wines.
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OUR STORY
Five generations of devotion

                    Thomas Hardy was generally regarded as the father of the wine industry in South Australia. He was a pioneer who came to Australia as a young man and by his unbounded energy built a business known in both hemispheres.
                  

                    Discover our story
                  


                    
                    
                  

We want to create wines that are enjoyed and understood by all
THOMAS HARDY
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                  Experience the home of Hardys

                
                
                  A visit to Hardys Tintara is not just about tasting wine, but experiencing the rich history that goes into running a business for 170 years.
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                      Hardy's Tintara

                    
                    
                      At Hardys Tintara Cellar Door you can enjoy a range of wines that showcase the best McLaren Vale has to offer.
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                      Cross the sprawling lawn area, (home to the biggest fig tree in the Southern Hemisphere) to the Fleurieu’s newest pop up ‘CLINK @TINTARA’, proudly brought to you by Tintara Winery & McLaren Vale Hotel.
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                      Housed on the historic Hardys Tintara site, the Fleurieu Arthouse is an exciting alchemy of creative talent with a stunning exhibition space, working artist studios, artisan retail shop and interactive workshop space.
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                      The gardens at Hardys Tintara include a large lawn area, many trees as well as public access barbecue facilities and tables. Our most distinguished garden feature is the enormous Moreton Bay Fig Tree dominating the western side of the Hardys Tintara gardens, planted in around 1868.
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          DISTINCTION WINES
        
Wine Club


        
          Hardys Wines is a proud member of Distinction Wines – a collective of some of Australia’s most prized and significant vineyards, as well as some distinctive global wineries.
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                  Receive free delivery anywhere in Australia on all orders over $150
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                  Earn store credit every time you make a purchase
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                  Enjoy access to exclusive, intimate experiences across all 9 Cellar Doors


                


            

          
        


  










  
    Share your Hardys experience with #HardysWines

        
          Find us on instagram @Hardyswines
        

      
    

    
 
  








  In the spirit of reconciliation, Hardys Wines acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of country throughout Australia and their connections to land, sea and community. We pay our respect to their Elders past and present and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples today.
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Mon - Sun 11am-4pm
Open Public Holidays
excluding Good Friday, Christmas Day, Boxing Day and New Year’s Day

                        
                      

                    
                  
                
              
            
          

        
      

    
    
      
          All offers of sale are made by Accolade Wines Australia Limited Liquor Licence Number 57600348 SA Liquor Licensing Act 1997 Section 113- Liquor must not be supplied to persons under 18 years of age. New South Wales - Under the Liquor Act 2007, it is an offence for a licensee of licensed premises or any other person to sell or supply liquor to a person under the age of 18 years on licensed premises or elsewhere; Victoria - WARNING: Victoria Liquor Control Reform Act 1998: It is an offence to supply alcohol to a person under the age of 18 years (Penalty exceeds $7,000), for a person under the age of 18 years to purchase or receive liquor (Penalty exceeds $600); Queensland - Under the Liquor Act 1992, it is an offence to supply liquor to a person under the age of 18 years; Western Australia - WARNING. Under the Liquor Control Act 1988, it is an offence: to sell or supply liquor to a person under the age of 18 years on licensed or regulated premises; or for a person under the age of 18 years to purchase, or attempt to purchase, liquor on licensed or regulated premises.
© Copyright 2023 Accolade Wines
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